
Find the perfect products for your facility from

KristiKollections, LLC.

Need help finding the perfect products for your

agency.  I am here to personally assist you

throughout the ordering process.  

kristikollections@gmail.com

www.kristikollections.com/buynbulk

Agency
Product

Guide

Here to 
Help!



Bathroom 
Everything you need to create a safe space for all

Make bathtime fun and inspirational with Kristi Kollections

products.  Everything in this collection is creatively

designed to boost one's mood, self-confidence and

motivation.  

Our Story

Kristi Kollections began out of a desire to find peace and

tranquility. Individuals from all ages and walks of life suffer

from trauma and a lack of support, so we believe in the

power of positive affirmations on your emotional and

mental well-being. 

 

All our products are designed to help you find inspiration in

your everyday life or to instill in children that they are

valued. Each pillow, shower curtain, bean bag, journal and

more are tools to promote self-love and knowledge. 



Hashtag Shower Curtain

This colorful shower curtain provides daily motivation and

inspiration with 12 positive statements that encourage positive

thoughts. The perfect compliment to any bathroom decor.

Polyester Shower Curtains

Matching memory foam

bathmats

Coordinate your bathroom with

these beautiful, plush memory-

foam bathmats.  Each shower

curtain from KristiKollections,

LLC. has a perfectly matched

bathmat available.  

Journals 

Young Adult Journals

Building self-awareness and

confidence with the turn of the page. 

This spiral-bound journal has

dedicated space to write, reflect and

create a vision for the future.  

My interactive Activity Book &

Journal

The perfect tool to help little ones

talk about their feelings and learn

self-expression.  This children's

journal includes stories, stickers, and

plenty of space to just create.  !

Interactive Journals

Blue
Lavender
White 

Colors Available



Polyester Shower Curtains

Educational Shower

Curtain (3-6yrs old)

Bring this unique shower 

curtain into your facility

that is sure to boost each

child’s imagination and

provide daily motivation.

Self-Affirmation Shower Curtain

Get Motivated and Inspired with this Self-Affirming Shower Curtain.

This Self-Affirmation Shower Curtain features 12 positive

statements that encourage daily positive thoughts. This colorful

shower curtain provides daily motivation and inspiration. This

shower curtain will complement any bathroom décor.

Blue
Lavender
White 

Colors Available

Reversible Comforter Sets

Hashtag Comforter Set

This 3-piece comforter

set is going to make any

room fashionably

decorated.  Features

creative designs,

inspirational and

affirmative messaging

that can be used to

enhance any living

space. 

Inspirational Comforter

Set

This 3-piece comforter set

is going to make any room

comfy and cozy. Features 

inspirational and

affirmative messaging in

warm colors.  The perfect

way to start each day.  

Available in
Blue
Lavender

Twin/Twin XL
Full/Queen

Available in 
Blue
Lavende
Gold

Twin/Twin XL
Full/Queen
King



I  Love Myself

Self-Affirmation Shower Curtain

Stay Motivated and extra inspired

with this Self-Affirming Shower

Curtain. This Self-Affirmation Shower

Curtain features 12 positive

statements that encourage daily

positive thoughts. This colorful

shower curtain provides daily

motivation and inspiration. Sure to

brighten any bathroom decor. 

Educational Shower Curtain

(6-9 yrs)

Bring this unique shower

curtain into your facility that

is sure to boost each child’s

imagination and provide

daily motivation. 

Blue
Lavender
White*

*Orders of 51 or more available in
white only.

Colors Available

Polyester Shower Curtains

Inspirational Bean Bag Covers

Inspirational & Educational Bean Bag Covers

These durable, easy-to-clean bean bag covers are the

perfect way to boost a child's self-confidence.  Each

inspirational bean bag cover comes with an inner removable

bag. A great addition to any child's bedroom, playroom, or

bonus room.

Choose from a variety of designs:
a. Educational 3-6 yrs - Featuring the alphabet, numbers, inspirational
quotes, and site words. (top left)
b. Educational 6-9 yrs - Featuring math equations, all 50 States, and
inspirational quotes. (top right)
c. Self-Affirmation Multi-colored Letters - Features positive self-
affirmations (bottom left)
d. Self Affirmation Purple Lettering - Features positive self-affirmations
(bottom right)

Colors Available

Blue
Lavender
Mint Green a. b.

c. d.

Bedroom



Fabric  Shower Curtains

Inspirational Shower Curtain #05

Get inspired and stay motivated

with this Self-Affirming Shower

Curtain. Features positive

messages and warm colors,

matches perfectly with any decor.

Fabric Curtain Available in:

100% Polyester
92% Poly/8% Linen Blend

Inspirational Shower Curtain #06

This Self-Affirming Shower Curtain

goes perfectly with any decor.

Features positive messages,

geometric shapes, and warm

soothing colors.

Inspirational Shower Curtain #08

Our latest Self-Affirming Shower

Curtain is absolutely stunning.

This design features positive

affirmations layer on top of subtle

prisms of color. An upgrade to

any bathroom decor!

Matching memory foam bathmats

Coordinate your bathroom with these

beautiful, plush memory-foam bathmats. 

Each shower curtain from Kristi

Kollections, LLC. has a perfectly matched

bathmat available.  


